
In this checklist, we present the key areas to get you started
with digital marketing and review the foundation which you will
build your marketing efforts upon. 

1. Website

Represent your brand
Be consistent with your logo and brand colors.

Be mobile-friendly
More and more people are viewing websites
using devices.

Enable social sharing
Encourage visitors to share content with their
friends.

Share via social
Get more eyeballs to your content by
sharing it on social media.

Collect and review metrics
Improve your website over time by tracking
how your visitors use it.
 

Create content strategy
Have a content plan and schedule.

Leverage your content
Reuse your content to get more mileage.
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2. Content Marketing



3. Social media
Choose relevant platforms
Not all platforms are suitable for your company
and your customers.

Be consistent
Use the same profile image, bio, and colors to
strengthen your brand presence.

Actively encourage sign-ups
Promote your newsletter and build your email list. 

Collect and review metrics
See how many people opened your message
and clicked on a specific link.
 

Find the right keywords
Use appropriate keywords for your content creation.
 

4. Email marketing
Create a newsletter template
Customize with your logo and company information.
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5. Search engine optimization

Start CPC campaigns
Reach a targeted audience interested in
your offer.
 

Do your research
See where your website rank.
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We are a consultancy that specialises in digital marketing &
branding. Utilising a methodological approach that focuses on
sales funnel building, our digital marketing solutions are designed
to generate leads and conversions for our clients. We deliver a
holistic suite of branding advisory, digital marketing strategy,
website UX/UI, content creation, SEO/SEM, and social media
marketing.

About Moonberry™ Digital

Need help with digital marketing?
 
Digital marketing can be complex and time-consuming, and
your small business might not have a dedicated employee to
handle the job. If you are not experienced with these areas,
consider outsourcing some or all of it to give you the time you
need to focus on growing your business.
 

We can help you get started.
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